
Seed to Sale Asset/Ingredient Tracking  Track plants and other ingredients in real-time from seed to sale with RFID tags 
and technology, which have inherent reporting and compliance processes.

RFID technology helps meet the standards of data driven regulatory models (like Colorado’s Metrc system), which allow 
for quick evaluation of the current market, holding suppliers accountable and streamlining enforcement. Employ RFID 
tracking to ensure regulatory compliance for ingredient tracking in edibles and end-user products.

Vaults  Protect product with a high street sale value by storing it in state-of-the-art vaults. When a dispensary operates 
on a cash basis, a safe or dual-authentication vault system is essential for safely keeping money on the premises.

Point-of-Sale Integration  Integrate point-of-sale (POS) software with RFID technology to easily and accurately 
track inventory.

Credential Capture  Scan IDs to verify age and optionally use captured data for marketing initiatives.

Digital Records Storage and Backup  Securely store digital records and backup to the cloud in real time.

IP Video Surveillance  Take advantage of your current network by connecting IP video surveillance to it. Strategic 
installation offers a clear view of people and dispensary or cultivation facilities. Surveillance signage can deter 
criminal acts. Images captured in high definition can be used to identify individuals and as evidence.

Unified Access Control  Assign levels of facility and area access based on a person’s role or function with an access 
control system. Paired with video surveillance, it allows for active dispensary or cultivation facility monitoring and 
recording suspicious activity. Integrating access control and video provides centralized control for easy administration 
and management. Card credential, key fob, smart phone app and biometric control systems are options available to 
match your operation.

Visitor Management  Digitally log the comings and goings of visitors to your facility to conquer the challenges 
associated with maintaining privacy, safety and regulatory compliance.

Perimeter Fencing  Enclose cultivation facilities with industrial-grade, protective fencing to gain 
privacy and protection, as well as help secure immediate surroundings. Non-lethal electric fencing is available. 
Restrict access to parking lots with parking gates used during on and/or off hour times.

Intrusion Detection Systems  Receive recommendations for the newest options in defense devices, which are carefully 
evaluated based your dispensary or cultivation facility’s needs and layout.
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